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Abstract: The unstarted flow field in a hypersonic inlet model at a design point of Ma 6 is studied experimentally. The
time⁃resolved spatial flow characteristics of the separation shock oscillation，which is induced by the unstarted flow，

are analyzed based on a high⁃speed Schlieren system and an image processing method. The motion of the separation
shock detected by the shock⁃detection algorithm is compared to the results of fast⁃response wall⁃pressure
measurements，and good agreement is demonstrated by comparing the frequency components in the power spectral
density contours between shock oscillation and pressure fluctuation. The hysteresis of the pressure and separation
shock during oscillation cycles is observed from the time history of the shock motion，which means that the unsteady
flow pattern of the unstarted hypersonic flow can be accurately clarified by time⁃resolved Schlieren image processing.
These results convincingly demonstrate that the shock ⁃ detection technique is successfully applied to an unstarted
hypersonic flow case.
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0 Introduction

Supersonic combustion ramjet（scramjet）pro⁃
pulsion systems have been studied extensively
over the past several decades for future air⁃breath⁃
ing vehicles［1⁃3］. The hypersonic inlet，which pro⁃
vides a steady stream compressed air to the com⁃
bustor，is an important aerodynamic component in
scramjet engines. However，the unstart phenome⁃
non of the hypersonic inlet is harmful to the en⁃
gine and may lead to unsteady and higher aerody⁃
namic and thermal loads on a vehicle’s structure.
Several flight tests fail due to unstarted flow of hy⁃
personic inlets，such as the second flight test of
the X ⁃51 of the USA. Many review articles have
been published on the topic of "the hypersonic in⁃
let unstart"，with different oscillatory flows in dif⁃
ferent works［4⁃6］. Despite numerous studies， the
"unstart phenomenon" remains a critical issue in

the design of air ⁃ breathing vehicles，and the de⁃
tailed mechanism of the flow unsteadiness remains
unclear.

When a hypersonic inlet is operating under
the unstart condition，the internal flow in the sc⁃
ramjet engine will change the flow capturing char⁃
acteristics of the inlet，and the separation shock in
the external ⁃ compression flow field will oscillate
（Fig. 1） around the inlet cowl［7］. The unstart in⁃
duces severe flow fluctuations， and the transient
flow structures that characterize the process of un⁃

Fig.1 Flow pattern of hypersonic inlet for the unstart condi⁃
tion
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start are shock oscillations and wall pressure fluctu⁃
ations. As a result，a hypersonic inlet unstart is ac⁃
companied by induced separation shock（Fig. 1），

with airflow spillage above the cowl. The Schlie⁃
ren technique is particularly suitable for capturing
the density jump across the separation shock.
Therefore， the unstart detection technique based
on high⁃speed Schlieren images of separation shock
is important to characterize the unsteadiness. This
diagnostic method shows direct spatial observa⁃
tions of separation shock location. To further char⁃
acterize the unstarted flow unsteadiness，it is nec⁃
essary to develop the postprocessing methods that
track unsteady separation shock motion in time⁃re⁃
solved high⁃speed Schlieren images.

Most experimental studies on hypersonic un⁃
started flow are conducted mainly from two as⁃
pects：shock structures analysis by Schlieren tech⁃
nique and data time history/frequency analysis by
dynamic wall pressure［8⁃12］. However， for a long
time，Schlieren images have only been used to de⁃
pict qualitatively typical flow patterns of the unstart
process，and the evolution over time of the shock
motion has not been taken into account. Few statisti⁃
cal data of separation shock motion induced by un⁃
start in Schlieren image are obtained to analyze the
shock unsteadiness accompanied by the unstarted
flow. However，based on the statistical analysis of
the separation shock oscillation，many novel flow
mechanisms of hypersonic inlet unstart would be
found. To fill the gap，a particular shock ⁃ detection
technique and time⁃ frequency method should be de⁃
veloped.

In the present paper，we shall describe the
Schlieren image⁃processing algorithm and shock⁃de⁃
tection schemes in detail and then use those tools to
exhibit the unsteady shock signal recorded in Schlie⁃
ren images. Indeed，time– frequency analysis and
shock ⁃ detection algorithms（which are commonly
used in other domains but are almost unusual in the
field of unstarted hypersonic inlet aerodynamics）
could，in our opinion，be useful for many readers in
their analytical works on unstarted hypersonic inlet
flow.

1 Experimental Apparatus and

Test Model

1. 1 Wind tunnel

The experiments are conducted in the Hyper⁃
sonic wind tunnel of Nanjing University of Aero⁃
nautics and Astronautics（NHW，Fig. 2［13⁃14］） at a
nominal free stream Mach number of 6. The wind
tunnel runs in a "blow⁃down⁃to⁃vacuum" mode，and
the air is supplied by storage tanks with a volume
of 32 m3 and a pressure of 23 MPa. The converg⁃
ing⁃diverging nozzle （exit diameter of 500 mm）
mounted in the test section is interchangeable and
provides nominal free stream Mach numbers from
4.0 to 8.0. The wind tunnel’s run time，which de⁃
pends on Mach number， is 7—10 s. Two glass
windows（diameters of 300 mm） are embedded in
two sides of the test section walls for optical ac⁃
cess. The air would be inhaled into a vacuum ball
（volume of 650 m3） in the downstream of the test
section and wind tunnel diffuser. The experiments
could be carried out under conditions of 0.04—1.0
MPa total pressure，288—685 K plenum tempera⁃
ture and 6.47×105—2.24×107 m⁃1 unit Reynolds
number.

1. 2 Experimental measurements

Fig. 3 shows a schematic of the measurement
system setup. Schlieren flow visualization systems
are used to obtain the flow characteristics. Each
Schlieren system contains light sources，optical de⁃
vices and a camera. Halogen lamps are used as

Fig.2 Hypersonic wind tunnel (NHW)
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Schlieren system light sources. A NAC（NAC Im⁃
age Technology）hotshot high speed camera operat⁃
ed at a frame rate of 5 kHz and a resolution of
600 pixel×438 pixel（1/20 000 s exposure time）is
used in the tests.

The pressure measurement system consists of
16 Kulite XTEL ⁃ 190 M fast ⁃ response transducers
and data acquisition（DAQ）cards（National instru⁃
ments PXIe 6358）. The 16 transducers are mounted
along the central line of the lower wall（Fig.4，T1-

T16） from downstream to upstream. In the current
tests，the signals of the 16 transducers are acquired
at a rate of 10 kHz by the data acquisition cards with
a 10 s sampling time，which covers the entire run
time of the wind tunnel.

To keep the Schlieren flow visualization syn⁃
chronized with the pressure signals，a synchronizer

is used to trigger the camera and the DAQ pressure
acquisition system simultaneously，and the motor is
triggered after a delay of 5.6 s.

1. 3 Test model

The test model is a three ⁃ dimensional hyper⁃
sonic inlet（Fig. 5）with the length of 980 mm and
has a rectangular exit that is 40 mm in height and 44
mm in width. The inlet’s unstart state is generated
by a throttling device with a plug（half⁃apex angle of
20°）driven by a stepper motor（Fig.5）.

A non⁃dimensional variable Δ is defined to mea⁃
sure the effect of throttling，which can be illustrated
as

Δ= ( )1- A tx

A 0
× 100% (1)

A tx = 2 ⋅ bh0 (2)

Fig.5 Transducer installation locations and throttling device

Fig.3 Schlieren and data acquisition system

Fig.4 Test model in the wind tunnel
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h0 = x 0 ⋅ sin20° (3)
where A tx represents the area size that flow can
cross the outlet effectively，and A 0 is the total area
of the outlet. The plug driven by a stepper motor
that can move 0.01 mm per step ensures an accurate
control system.

In the current experiment，the inlet is designed
at Ma 6 based on a combination flow field. Accord⁃
ing to the study conducted by You et al［15］，the basic
flow field named ICFC（internal conical flow C），

combination of ICFA（internal conical flow A）and
Busemann flow［16］，presents better compression per⁃
formance with limited inlet length. The streamline
tracing method［17］ is used to shape the inlet walls，
and a“V”cowl shape is formed in the roof. As
shown in Fig. 6，the ICFA flow section with an
edge wedge angle of 6o provides leading edge shock
1（shock angle β=13.98o），while the Busemann
flow section generates the isentropic compression
shocks 2（the shock in the Fig.6 side view is on the
symmetry plane of the inlet）. Both the designed
leading edge and the separatrix between ICFA and
Busemann flow field are curved，but to match the
vehicle body design，the curved leading edge is re⁃
placed by a straight edge in the actual test model.
The contraction ratio of this model is 5.095，and the
internal section is 2.171.

2 Schlieren Image Analysis and

Quantization Method

Due to the restricted area size of the Schlieren
window and the opaque side panel， the current
study mainly focuses on external flow field. To ob⁃
tain the motion features of the unstarted separation
shock，a quantization method is presented in this pa⁃
per. It is necessary to introduce this method in detail

before acquiring the flow characteristics of the sepa⁃
ration shock motion.

The high speed camera used in the test can op⁃
erate during a usable run time of 6 s at a frame rate
of 5 kHz（600 pixel×438 pixel），and 30 000 Schlie⁃
ren images could be taken in one case. Therefore，
the dynamic flow structures can be recorded by im ⁃
age gray scale，and the quantization method is pro⁃
posed based on the gray level detection. The key
steps of the method include state judgment of the
flow（start or unstart），separation boundary local⁃
ization，accuracy judgment and output of the vari⁃
ables（Fig.7）.

2. 1 State judgment

The amount of data from all of the Schlieren
images is huge，and the costs in computing resourc⁃
es and time will be too great if every image is em⁃
ployed in the separation boundary localization. Actu⁃
ally，the flow field wherein separation shock does
not appear does not need to be calculated. There⁃
fore，the state judgment step is important to the
quantization method.

The picture is treated as a gray level matrix G，

G 0 is defined to represent the started flow field
（Fig. 8（a）），and G x represents an arbitrary flow
field. Here G，G 0 and G x are all M×N matrices
（M×N：width × height，pixel）.

The matrix Gd x is defined to measure the dif⁃
ference between G 0 and G x，which is

Fig.6 Hypersonic inlet in the current test

Fig.7 Process of the quantization method
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Gdx,ij= || Gx,ij- G 0,ij (4)
where i=1，2，…，M，j=1，2，…，N，which is the
same as in the following Eqs.（4，5，7，8）. In fact，
even in the started flow， two pictures cannot be
identical，which is related to the noise level caused
by the wind tunnel and camera. Consequently，find⁃
ing one image that represents the relatively steady
initial started flow is difficult. In the current study ，

filtering methods such as median filtering and aver⁃
age filtering have been tested to weaken the influ⁃
ence of noise，but the results are not as expected. In
this quantization method，n pictures of started flow
are chosen for the relatively steady started flow cal⁃
culation，and G 0 can be obtained as

G 0,ij=
1
n ∑x= 1

n

Gx,ij (5)

The value of e is defined to measure the noise
level of the started flow field，which is

e= 1
M × N ∑i= 1

M

∑
j= 1

N

(Gdσx,ij + Ḡdx,ij ) (6)

Gdσx,ij=
1
n ∑x= 1

n

(Gdx,ij - Ḡdx,ij )2 (7)

Ḡdx,ij =
1
n ∑x= 1

n

Gdx,ij (8)

where Gdσx is the variance level，and Ḡd x is the av⁃

erage level of the n pictures. Therefore，e is deter⁃
mined by the average and variance of the noise. A
typical vertical line l0 located in the intersection be⁃
tween the side and bottom walls is chosen to judge
the flow field state. As shown in Fig.8（b），it can be
observed from the unstarted flow that the massive
separation region traverses l0. y l0 x represents the
gray level difference vector of l0 in Gd x，and the
value ηx is defined to measure the number of points
that exceed the noise level，which is

ηx=
1
N ∑i= 1

N

μi μi=
ì
í
î

ï

ï

1 yl0 x,i > e

0 yl0 x,i ≤ e
(9)

where ηmax is defined to measure the state judgment
level，and the value is the maximum of ηx among
the n pictures of started flow. Therefore，under the
actual free stream flow conditions

ηx ≤ ηmax Started flow
ηx > ηmax Unstarted flow (10)

It should be noted that the started flow here is
the state of instantaneous start and just represents
that the separation shock does not appear. Conse⁃
quently，whether it is the start of an arbitrary Schlie⁃
ren image can be judged by one value of ηx.

2. 2 Separation boundary localization

When a separation shock appears，its boundary
is located in the positive value position of Gd x. To
save computational resources，the picture is split by
l0，and only the left part is calculated. The ym，N rep⁃
resents one of the vectors in Gd x，where 0 < m ≤
ml，m is the x coordinate，and ml is the position of
l0. hm is the highest y coordinate in ym，N that exceeds
the noise level.

ym，i = Gdx，mi (11)
hm=max { i | ym,i > ε ⋅ e,0 < i ≤ N } (12)

where ε is the relaxation factor of accuracy，which
will be discussed in the next step. Therefore，hm is
the separation shock boundary height. The function
y= fw ( x ) is defined to describe the central line of
the bottom wall，and this function is a given condi⁃
tion. m and hm must satisfy the inequality hm >
fw (m )，and therefore，some of the upstream points
should be dropped when the separation point is in
the Schlieren image region. m0 is defined to repre⁃

Fig.8 Typical flow structures in Schlieren images
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sent the lower limit of m，which is
m 0 = ( 1- ξ ) ⋅ mmin + ξ ⋅ ml (13)

where mmin =min { m | hm > fw (m ),0 < m≤ ml }；ξ
is a factor used to control the dropping level and is
related to the noise，contrast ratio and window size.
In current testing，according to practice and experi⁃
ence，ξ should be set to 0.2. As shown in Fig.9，the
separation shock boundary is clearly presented
by ym，N.

Then，the function of separation shock y= k ⋅
x+ b can be calculated by the least squares meth⁃
od，which is

k=
∑
m= m0

ml

m ⋅ hm-
1

ml - m 0 + 1 ∑m= m0

ml

m ∑
m= m0

ml

hm

∑
m= m0

ml

m 2 - 1
ml- m 0 + 1 ( )∑

m= m0

ml

m

2 (14)

b= ∑
m= m0

ml

hm - k ⋅ ∑
m= m0

ml

m （15）

2. 3 Accuracy judgment

It is obvious that the localization points should
present strong linearity and relevance，whereas the
correlation coefficient will decrease if there were too
many error points. Therefore，the correlation coeffi⁃
cient r is chosen to judge the accuracy. r is calculat⁃
ed by

r=
∑
m= m0

ml

(m- m̄ ) ⋅ ( hm- h̄m )

∑
m= m0

ml

(m- m̄ )2 ⋅ ∑
m= m0

ml

( hm- h̄m )2
(16)

where m̄= 1
ml- m 0 + 1 ∑m0

ml

m， and h̄m=

1
ml- m 0 + 1 ∑m= m0

ml

hm. In the current test，r is set to

r0=0.97. The separation shock boundary can be lo⁃
cated by the gray level difference vector ym，N men⁃
tioned above，and the localization accuracy is deter⁃
mined by ε. ε is set to ε0 = 1 initially and will be ad⁃
justed adaptively if it does not satisfy the accuracy. z
is defined to control the value of ε.

ε=(1 ± z ) ⋅ ε0 r < r0 (17)
z is set to 0.1 in this test，and the next step will

be taken while r>r0. A program based on C++
code is run to calculate the separation shock from all
the pictures. For the accuracy detection，a function
to dye the boundary of separation shock is added to
the code. By running the program，the separation
shock boundary is marked with red lines，and end⁃
points are marked with square symbols autonomous⁃
ly，so that the deviation of localization can be ob⁃
served intuitively. Fig.10 shows the contrast be⁃
tween the original and calculated pictures of shock
oscillation during one cycle，whose results prove
the accuracy and efficiency of this program code.

2. 4 Variables output

For the detailed description of separation
shock，four parameters are adopted in the present
study（Fig.11）：The displacement of the separation
point x，the velocity of the moving separation point
v，the angle of the separation shock β and the height
of the separation shock boundary in the cross area
between the bottom and side wall h.

The four variables can be calculated by

Fig.9 Boundary line of the separation shock located by the
quantization method

Fig.10 Localization and dyeing results of separation shock
after program running
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ì
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k ⋅ x+ b= fw ( x )

v= dx
dt

β= arctan ( k )
h= k ⋅ ml+ b

(18)

It should be noted that if the separation point is
outside the picture（Fig. 12），the point will not be
marked but still can be calculated.

3 Results and Discussion

The free stream flow conditions for the current
experiment are listed in Table 1.

The motion of the separation shock is de⁃
scribed by the quantization method mentioned
above，and the data characteristics of the time histo⁃
ry are collected，including x，v，β and h. The sepa⁃
ration point position x reflects the size of the separa⁃
tion region’s area. v is the velocity of the separation
motion. β represents the strength of the separation
shock，and h represents the amplitude of the shock
oscillation.

During this test，it is found that the occurrence
of separation shock oscillation in the cowl area pres⁃
ents various characteristics depending on Δ. To ob⁃
tain the separation shock at different Δ completely，
Δ is set to 0（started flow of inlet）initially when the

internal and external flow field of the inlet is estab⁃
lished，and the plug then begins to move upstream
at a speed of 10 mm/s. Fig.13 shows the time histo⁃
ries of the four variables，in which the leading edge
is defined as x = 0 and the free stream direction is
defined as positive. And the dynamic wall pressure
of the T11 signal is also shown，in which T11 is locat⁃
ed at the foot of the separation shock and its position
is shown in Fig.4. In this case，as seen，Δ increases
linearly during the test time，while x，v，β，h and
pressure of the T11 signal change respectively and si⁃
multaneously.

Fig. 14 shows the wavelet transform time ⁃ fre⁃
quency analysis results for the five variables. It is ob⁃
vious that all of them have a clear basic frequency
that keeps increasing from 50 Hz to 120 Hz and sev⁃
eral harmonic ⁃ frequency components. The frequen⁃
cy regions are formed at t=2.15 s when the shock
oscillation occurs. There is a sustained growth dur⁃
ing t=2.15—3.86 s，whereas the frequency regions
remain relatively stable after that. The typical time
segments will be analyzed in detail. Both the data of
the unstarted separation shock in the Schlieren im ⁃
age（Figs.14（b ⁃e））and the wall ⁃pressure（Fig.14
（a））yield the same change in the dominant frequen⁃
cy，which demonstrate that the shock oscillation
and the pressure fluctuation are highly correlated.
These results demonstrate the validity and rationali⁃
ty of the Schlieren image⁃processing method.

Stage 1 t=0—2.15 s with Δ<35.83%. In

Fig.11 Descriptive parameters of separation shock

Fig.12 Calculation of the separation point

Table 1 Free stream flow conditions

Ma

6

Total tempera⁃
ture /K
378—421

Total pres⁃
sure /kPa
600—640

Usable run
time /s
>7

Fig.13 Time history of the shock motion parameters and
dynamic pressure of the T11 signal
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this stage，a shock train is produced in the isolator
with growing back pressure by throttling. Fig. 15
shows the pressure time history of four typical sur⁃
vey points. As seen，T1 first senses the back pres⁃
sure，and the others lag behind in turn when the
shock train moves upstream. The pressure fluctua⁃
tion occurs at t=2.15 s. The PSD of the T1 signal is
shown in Fig.16，and it demonstrates that the basic
frequency is not distinct before t=2.15 s. In the
present work，separation shock in the cowl area is
mainly focused，and therefore，it is regarded as one
stage before separation shock oscillation occurs，
which is the stage of start.

Stage 2 t=2.15 s—3.86 s with Δ=35.83%—

64.33%. A typical time segment t=2—2.5 s is
show in Fig. 17. In this period，the flow field in the
cowl area begins to show the throttling effect of the
plug while the inlet is in its early stage of unstart
with small amplitude and long cycle of wall pressure
and separation shock. The first cycle appears from t

=2.151—2.213 s with Δ=35.85%—36.88%. This
throttling level is the critical point between start and
unstart flow of the inlet. As seen from the Schlieren
pictures（Fig.17），the separation shock is shaped at
t=2.154 2 s，and the separation bubble propagates

Fig.16 Power spectral density of T1

Fig.14 Power spectral density contours

Fig.15 Pressure time history at typical survey points
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rapidly，with point A continuing to move forward.

The separation bubble stops propagating at approxi⁃

mately t=2.156 0 s，and the separation shock re⁃

mains temporarily stable with h≈83 mm and β≈

12° . At approximately t=2.158 2 s，the separation

bubble begins to move backwards，while the separa⁃

tion shock does not change immediately until it

moves back completely after t=2.159 s，when the

separation shock disappears. This result demon⁃

strates that the motion of the separation shock mov⁃

ing forward is not the same as when it moves back⁃

ward. When the separation bubble moves upstream，

the separation shock shows a strong following，but
when moving downstream，the following is not ap⁃
parent. Therefore，in one oscillation cycle，the mo⁃
tion of the separation shock moving downstream a
has a hysteresis.

Fig. 18 shows the hysteresis of T11 wall pres⁃
sure and variables of separation shock. It is obvious
that during one oscillation cycle，the pressure and
velocity of the separation point present strong hys⁃
teresis，whereas the angle and amplitude of the sep⁃
aration shock are not obvious. It demonstrates that
there can be different speeds at which a separation
bubble propagates and different wall pressures in the
same position as the separation point moves upward
and downward.

Stage 3 t=3.86—6 s with Δ>64.33%. A
typical time segment of t=5.6—5.7 s is shown in
Fig. 19. Schlieren images obtained during the t=
5.634—5.641 s cycle are presented. As seen，at t=
5.637 6 s，the separation shock reaches the highest
position，which is higher than that in stage 2，and
the separation point has reached the leading edge in
every cycle. It is similar to stage 2 when the separa⁃

Fig.17 Partial time history and Schlieren images

Fig.18 Hysteresis of pressure and separation shock during
the first cycle
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tion point continues to move upstream but is differ⁃
ent in that the separation shock in the cowl area is al⁃
most straight when it reaches the highest position.
In this stage，the basic frequencies of the variables
are stable（Fig. 14） and cycles demonstrate little
change in length，but some variables，such as h and
P11，grow in amplitude with the increasing back pres⁃
sure. The second harmonic frequencies of P11，v and
β are stronger，while those for x and h are weaker.

In this flow structure，the separation point can
reach the leading edge，and the separation bubble

spreads to the entire bottom wall. Then the leading
edge shock disappears and is replaced by a separa⁃
tion shock. Fig.20 shows the pressure time history
of four typical survey points. The T13—T16 signal
pressures show strong correlation，and their fluctua⁃
tion amplitudes increase obviously in comparison
with stage 2.

4 Conclusions

In the present study，a hypersonic inlet model
is tested in a Ma 6 free stream in a hypersonic wind
tunnel. The inlet unstart phenomenon in external
flow is the primary focus. During the test，the un⁃
started flow is generated by a continuously increas⁃
ing throttling device at the exit of the isolator. A
high speed Schlieren system and fast response pres⁃
sure transducers are used to obtain the dynamic flow
structure. From the analysis of Schlieren images and
dynamic pressure， some novel methods are pro⁃
posed，and the following conclusions are obtained.

The method of image quantization of Schlieren
photographs is practical，and a dynamic flow struc⁃
ture can be shown in detail by catching the features
of separation shock in the pictures. More informa⁃
tion about shock than wall pressure can be obtained.
By using this method，the unsteady flow pattern of
the unstarted hypersonic flow is clarified based on
time⁃resolved Schlieren images of separation shock.

Fig.19 Partial time history and Schlieren images

Fig.20 Pressure time history of typical survey points
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In the present experiment，the basic frequen⁃
cies of shock oscillations and pressure fluctuations in
unstarted flow range from 50 Hz to 110 Hz，and the
second harmonic frequencies are 100 Hz to 220 Hz.
The frequency components have an obvious increase
with the continuously increasing throttling，but they
will remain relatively stable when the separation
shock amplitude reaches the position of the leading
edge shock and intersects each other upstream.
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